The Internet has continued to evolve, becoming increasingly media rich. It is now a major platform for video content, which is available to a variety of users across a range of devices. Subtitles enhance this experience for many users. However, subtitling techniques are still based on early television systems, which impose limitations on font type, size and line length. These are no longer appropriate in the context of a modern web-based culture.
INTRODUCTION
This paper outlines an approach to the rendering of subtitles that adopts techniques used in responsive web site design. The traditional approach to formatting subtitles uses fixed size blocks of text displayed for set periods of time. This runs into difficulty if there is a need to change the line length or the size of the text.
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BACKGROUND
According to figures from Ofcom, the UK TV regulator, in 2006 about 7.5 million people had used subtitles to watch television, around 18% of the audience. Of these about 1.4 million relied on them because of their hearing loss [1] .
Teletext subtitles first appeared on BBC Television on 2nd September 1979 on a documentary about deaf children called 'Quietly in Switzerland' and live subtitles were first produced in 1984 for the children's programme Blue Peter. The BBC achieved 100% subtitling for all its main channels in 2008 and is now exceeding 98% for programmes on iPlayer.
Despite the move towards digital television and online distribution, the Teletext format still persists in most broadcast systems. As a result its technical limitations, such as a 38 character line length and restricted positioning [2] still constrain the way subtitles are made for television. Generally subtitles are formed as blocks of text split into 1, 2 and sometimes 3 lines, and in the UK colour is used to signify different speakers. The subtitle can be justified to the left, centre or the right of the screen and vertical position is set by the Teletext line number. Each block is transmitted in the television signal along with information as to when it is displayed and removed. Television subtitles are transmitted either as Teletext in the form of text, or as DVB Subtitles where the block is sent as a rendered image [3] .
There is demand from audience and regulators to provide the ability to change the size of the subtitles and this is likely to increase as more people view TV on smaller screens [4] . The current approach to subtitling constrains the ability to personalise the subtitle display. In the case of text format subtitles like Teletext, increasing the font size will result in more of the video image being obscured and lines of text wrapping round in an uncontrolled manner. In the case of image files like DVB subtitles the subtitle may no longer fit on the screen.
Since the launch of iPlayer in December 2007 there has been a gradual shift of on-demand consumption of television content from PCs and laptops to smart televisions, tablets and mobile phones and viewing of iPlayer on tablets overtook computers at the end of 2013 [5] .
The consumption of television on portable devices unlocks the potential for the viewing experience to be tailored to the individual. This comes about though two factors, the capabilities of the device and the one-to-one relationship that exists between the device and the viewer. These portable devices are far more capable of text and graphical processing than a standard television set. This processing, combined with the association to a single user (in contrast to the often social experience of television viewing) enables adaptations to be provided for the individual's preferences.
RESPONSIVE APPROACH 3.1 Adopting Web Design Principles
In the world of web design, the challenge of providing web content to many different types of device has been met by an approach called Responsive Web Design [6] also sometimes called Mobile First. Responsive web sites respond to the device size and capability using a fluid approach to text layout where space is limited, whilst going to fixed column widths where there is plenty of space on the screen. This approach overcomes the problem of needing different versions of a web site for each new device, and it is the approach we have adopted to provide a more appropriate way of displaying subtitles, across a range of display devices.
We have followed practices used in responsive web design to provide a framework for responsive subtitles. This adopts the principles of text flow and line length informed by semantic markup along with style sheets to control the final rendering. The subtitle file can also include rendering information to provide recommended areas of the display in which to display the subtitle so that the subtitle does not occlude faces or graphics. The key difference from the traditional approach is that the words are formed into blocks in the client and so the number of words in the subtitle blocks will vary depending on the space available in the display.
Personalisation
Once the decision has been taken to render the subtitle layout in the client this opens the possibility of taking into account the user preferences at the point where the subtitle blocks are rendered. Although personalization of video captions if not a new concept (YouTube and Netflix for example, allow a choice of font, size and colour) our mechanism allows the subtitles to be restructured on demand, creating new subtitle blocks that best fit the display based on the user preferences. In this way the user could increase the size of the font to make the text more readable and the client would then be able to form subtitle blocks with fewer words in order to prevent the subtitles from obscuring too much of the video.
Aspects of the subtitle display such as font size, font type and text background can then be personalised to the needs of the user. A review of font choice recommendations is beyond the scope of this work however guidance from the user could be provided by [7] or [8] . The preferences can then be stored alongside the user's identity and could cascade across their different devices to provide their preferred experience every time they use subtitles.
User options can thus be accommodated for a choice of font to meet cognitive issues such as dyslexia and font size to cope with varying visual. Colour is used for speaker identification for UK TV subtitles and the choice of the four colours could be remapped to accommodate the user's colour vision. The text background could also be varied according to the user preferences for an opaque or semi-transparent background, or even no background with outlined text.
Key Components

Render Each Subtitle Blocks in the Client
The increasing capability of devices used for viewing television content enables subtitle blocks to be formatted according to a set of rules in the client. If the content of each subtitle block is created and rendered in the client device then the client can take account of the user preferences.
Line Length & Block Size Parameters
Line length options could be included to set maximum and/or minimum line lengths to better fit the reading style of the user. For example the viewer might prefer Teletext style subtitle lines with a smaller font and use less of the available display area. Alternatively, preferences could be set which take account of rate at which subtitles change on screen. The more frequently the subtitle block changes, the more often the user has to look down to read them.
Individual Word Timings
To be able to render the subtitles in the client, we need accurate timings for each word in the audio. This allows us to generate blocks of words of any length with the correct start and stop timings for the block. At the limit the client should be capable of displaying the subtitles as individual words, though this may not be a preferred display option.
In previous work we have demonstrated how we can use phonetic models to dynamically retime subtitles on a per word basis [9] . It is also possible to extract per word timings from live subtitle files, where each word is committed individually. We have also found that acceptable results can be achieved with an existing subtitle file, taking each block for which there is a start and end time and dividing the times into regular intervals to match the number of words.
Semantic Information
If subtitle lines and blocks are simply split on line length it can result in awkward looking blocks where subtitles start on the last word on a sentence or the second part of a compound adjective. The client will benefit from semantic markup, in addition to the sentence punctuation, to provide well-formatted blocks. This will also assist with reveal moments, such as joke punch lines to ensure that these are not displayed before the words are spoken.
Markup will also be required to indicate the presence of song lyrics or poetry where there are strong intentional distinctions between each line of text. These can then be used to override the formatting decisions to ensure that the line breaks follow the original text.
Display Area Information
The position of the subtitles would need to be described as a polygon that sets out the area in which the subtitles should be displayed. This information would also signify shot changes in the video, as the subtitle position needs to change along with the change of picture content. This could follow traditional subtitle placement with the option for alternative locations to provide a more dynamic subtitle experience [10] .
Subtitle Enhancements
It is also possible to provide smooth animation for subtitles, such as fading each word in as it is spoken and fading the whole subtitle out in the gaps in the speech. Subtitles can also be placed in speech bubbles if the position of the mouth of the person talking is provided, see Figure 3 (b). Enhancements could also provide ways for programme makers to create themed subtitles to go with programme series and individual characters. These enhancements can be provided as optional extended data and alternative style sheets.
A responsive approach can be applied to any other text data displayed alongside pictures or video. Information such as character names, mood and tone of voice could be taken from programme scripts and would assist viewers such as people with autism who already find such information very helpful in following television content via audio description [11] . Additional information might also be in the form of pop-up glosses as common in anime where cultural references are added along with the translation subtitles [12] .
EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION
Our example implementation provides an enhanced HTML5 video player, using JavaScript to display the correct subtitle in time with the video and dynamically re-block the subtitles as a response to user interaction. The video player is embedded into an HTML page using two divisions. The first is contains an HTML5 video object and a second provides a container for the current subtitle. It floats on top of the video player using CSS for rendering style (For example typeface and colour) and position (defined by a polygon), as shown in Figure 1 . Other functionality such as the ability to reposition the subtitle division above or (b) below the video are also provided using JavaScript. If an event occurs that required the subtitles to be re-blocked (such as the video being resized, or the user changing the font size) they are recalculated and stored as HTML strings containing the text and CSS, along with start time for the entire block. In our prototype we assume that it is safe to always have a subtitle displayed and therefore don't currently store the end time, assuming that it is safe to display the subtitle until it is replaced. Should a break be required an empty subtitle can be inserted.
Functions are provided for loading subtitles from either our enhanced subtitle files, which contain per-word timing, or from conventional STL or TTML files which are atomized (see below) as they are loaded.
A JavaScript timeupdate event listener periodically checks the position of the video against the start times of the blocked subtitles. If the video position has passed the boundary into a new subtitle then the subtitle division is updated appropriately.
Subtitle Atomization
Conventional subtitle files contain subtitles that are pre-blocked into 38 character wide lines, each with a block start and end time.
As our re-blocking mechanism requires per word timings we need to be able to break the lines down into individual atoms. In previous work we have shown how this can be done phonetically in order to align each word with the audio signal [9] .
However we have also found that this can be done with reasonable success by interpolating a time for each word based on its position in the block and the start and end time of the block. In the case of live subtitles, where the subtitler has updated the 00:09.1 the rooftop tour. And urgently had to be rescued from between 00:21.3
the two the two turrets where she was stuck. But for the 
Best-fit
It is in the nature of responsive subtitles that the user is given control to change the font size and style that they wish to be used for displaying the subtitles as well as changing the display size. It is therefore up to the renderer to work out how many characters can be fit into each line. Proportional fonts are generally chosen for display to provide a more natural look, however different characters therefore have different display sizes. Although HTML5 provide maxWidth and measureText functions to determine the dimensions of a string without rendering it, the functionality isn't yet well supported cross browser, which means our player needs a precise way to measure fonts.
We resolve this by providing a lookup table referencing pixel width of different characters to a range of different typefaces and sizes. This was achieved by rendering each displayable ascii character into a web browser. Our tool then took a snapshot of the rendered character and image processing tools (imagemagick.org) were used to find the tightest bounding box. The bounding boxes were calculated for each character in tern and cached. Groups of characters (such as 'a a') were also rendered to allow the calculation of the size of a space and other punctuation characters.
Re-blocking
The subtitles are re-blocked by adhering to the number of characters that can fit into the display division at the chosen font size. Each word is sequentially appended to a subtitle block until the next word makes the string wider than the division based on the summation of widths for each character in the string. Additional rules avoid leaving orphaned words and forcing a new line if we receive a punctuation mark over half way through the subtitle line. Breaks are always forced when there is a change of speaker. Each line is then assembled into a two line pair to complete the block as shown in Figure 2 .
CSS Formatting
The video player uses CSS to control the display style of each subtitle. The viewer is able to select which style sheet is used to display the subtitles. This gives us an opportunity to move away from the conventional text based subtitles and provides a creative opportunity for the subtitles to be either branded alongside the content, or different accessible options provided. One example is to display the subtitles in the manner of speech bubbles, as shown in Figure 3(a) .
As the Subtitle division position can also be controlled using CSS it is possible to provide additional mark up within our enhanced subtitle file, which allows a region to be defined where the subtitle should be displayed. The renderer can then find a best fit for the subtitle into the defined region. This could then be used to define clear regions of the screen where the subtitle can be displayed, or used to align the subtitle with the content as shown in Figure 3 (b). 
INITIAL STUDY
A study was carried out with 26 participants to examine the personalisation of responsive subtitles. Participants were seated on a fully adjustable chair and shown two video clips (extracts from Dr Who and Countryfile, both taken from the BBC website) on a 28" monitor. Each clip was embedded on a webpage and they were asked to adjust the size of the fonts to a level that they were comfortable with. Participants were then asked to explain the reasons behind their choices of font size.
Figure 4 -Comparison of chosen subtitle size between participants across two different video clips
Initial results from this have shown that the size at which participants will set subtitles varies substantially, as shown in Figure 4 . Reasons given for this by participants included both the size of the font and the amount of text being displayed in a subtitle at one time.
"I like it like this with more information. It makes more sense rather than splitting up into shorter sentences"
"Its great being able to make it bigger, its almost like I can hear it better"
This study demonstrated that there is a need to adjust font sizes and the text on screen based on individual user needs. Future work should further explore this in a more controlled manner, examining the relationship between font size and text available on screen.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented responsive subtitling, a novel method for displaying subtitles. This takes advantage of the principles used in Responsive Web Design. We have discussed the components necessary to allow subtitles to be displayed in this way and have shown a sample implementation of this method. Initial results from a study indicate that participants see benefit of providing personalisation of subtitles using this system and future work will examine this in more detail.
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